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WMC01-W Wall Mount Controller (White)
Wall mount source selector and volume controller. Designed for usability and precise
control.

 

Description
The WMC01-W Wall Mount Controller allows the users to select from a list of different music channels, input a local audio source and or adjust broadcast volumes
within an ASL system. Making it the perfect choice for both commercial or industrial installations; such as restaurants, meeting rooms, executive boxes and hotel
lobbies.

Operation is simple and intuitive; The vertical arrows allow the user to switch between source select and volume control modes, and the horizontal arrows are used to
change between sources and adjust the broadcast volume. A standard 3.5mm socket allows an audio device such as phone or music player to be connected locally,
this input can be disabled in configuration if required. Connections can be made over either Ethernet with power sourced from a PoE supply or via a direct serial /
analogue audio link with power sourced from the ASL system. The device includes a back box to make installation simple, and is available as standard in either black
or white finishes
 

Users can choose from a variety of music stations

Input from a local audio source

Modify broadcast loudness

Ideal for restaurants, meeting rooms, executive boxes, and hotel lobbies.
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